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Lot JAMAICA Photo Est Real 

727 1709 Dummer packet EL from Kingston to London, addressed to 
Charles Long from Jamaica's Chief Justice Peter Heywood, MS. 
endorsement "p the packet Q.D.C." and "1N6" on face, February 
1 Bishop mark on reverse, a little soiled and a few minor 
perimeter faults, but rare  

photo £400 350 

728 1772 Ship letter to London, MS. endorsed "By the Port 
Maria/Capt. Atkins" with "DOVER/SHIP LRE" (Robertson type 
S3), February 17 (1773) Bishop mark on reverse, a little toned 
and flap on reverse torn due to removal of seal, otherwise fine 

 £30 24 

729 1789 to 1850, five EL's addressed to Madeira, two endorsed by 
Packet and two endorsed by Ship, one with no postal markings, 
but sent through forwarding Agent James Wilson, Jnr. in New 
York, somewhat toned and a few other minor faults 

 £50 48 

730 1194 and 1795 EL's addressed to Philadelphia, former dated 
March 23, and endorsed "P Elizabeth & Mary/Capt. Latimer" with 
handstruck four, latter dated September 15, and bearing straight 
line "N*York*Nov.10" in black, good condition, also 1801 EL to 
Massachusetts with faint "SHIP", somewhat tropicalised and 
ragged  

 £30 28 

731 E 1811 Ship letter from Falmouth to New York, endorsed "P 
Eunice/Capt. Drysburg" with red curved "SHIP" mark of 
Philadelphia, circular "PHI/27/FE" arrival mark and MS. " 141/2 " 
paid mark, good condition. 

 £25 20 

732 1824 and 1851 Ship letters to New York, latter from Morant Bay 
with double line "STEAM/SHIP" and "20" marks on face, 
interesting contents make mention of cholera epidemic, also 1842 
EL from Liverpool to Kingston, endorsed "p West India Steam 
Packet" and with red boxed "PAID AT / LIVERPOOL", some faults 

 £30 28 

 "JAMAICA" Straight Line Handstamps    

733 1762 EL from Kingston to the "Jamaica-Coffee-House" London, 
dated January31, endorsed "P Packet" and with fine strike of 
"JAMAICA" (J1) on reverse and Bishop mark on flap, a trifle 
foxed, otherwise fine, also two slides illustrating the same 
handstamp  

photo £100 115 

734 1765 EL from Kingston to London dated September21, and 
endorsed "To be left at the Jam (aica) Coffee house" and "P the 
Africa", with a good strike of "IAMAICA" (J2), November 15 
Bishop mark on reverse, stained, but the earliest date recorded by 
Foster 

 £50 65 

735 1771 EL to London, dated June 22, endorsed "By the Packet", 
with fine strike of "IAMAICA"(J3) and Bishopmark of August 12, 
struck over flap, good condition 

 £30 330 

736 1778 EL from Spanish Town to Madeira, dated February 10, 
endorsed "Grantham/ Packet" and "1N'r on front, with fair strike of 
"JAMAICA" (J1), double line "SPANISH/TOWN" (Tla) and Bishop 
mark of April 3, good condition  

photo £75 90 

737 1779 EL from Spanish Town to Madeira, dated May 27, endorsed 
"Pkt. Hiltsborough", faint strike of "JAMAICA" (J1) and August 
Bishop mark struck over flap, flap a little ragged, otherwise fine 

 £40 60 

738 1779 EL from Kingston to Edinburgh, dated May 29, endorsed "p. 
anna Teresa/ Pacquet" and "1N6", with good strike of "JAMAICA" 
(J1) and August 2 Bishop mark, a littiesoiled, otherwise fine 

 £60 65 

739 1780 EL from St. Thomas-in-the-East to Madeira, dated February 
6, endorsed "By the Speedy/Packet", with good strike of 
"JAMAICA" (J1) on reverse and with March22 Bishop mark, flap 
around seal a little ragged, otherwise fine 

 £60 65 
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740 1781 EL from Rio Bueno to Glasgow, North Britain, dated 
September 24, endorsed "P.Swift Pacquet" and "1N6" with faint 
strike of "JAMAICA" (J1) and red December 3 Bishop mark on 
reverse, soiled, stained and somewhat ragged 

 £15 12 

741 1784 EL from Spanish Town to Madeira, endorsed "P the 
Portland Packet" and 1786.EL from Pleasant Valley to Ayre, 
endorsed "P Halifax Packet", both with fair to good strikes of 
"IAMAICA" (J2) on reverse, good condition 

 £25 28 

742 1788 EL from Kingston to Edinburgh, and 1790 E to London, both 
endorsed "P. Packet", and with fair "JAMAICA" (J2) struck across 
flaps, former with a few wormholes, otherwise good condition 

 £20 16 

743 1793 EL from Papine to London, dated March 5, endorsed "P 
Pacquet", with good strike of "IAMAICA" (J2) on reverse, letter 
mentions the arrival of Captain Bligh from the South Seas with 
bread fruit plants, heavy crease and a little soiled, but an 
interesting item 

 £20 42 

744 1794 EL from Morant Bay to Inverness and 1795 EL from 
Trelawny to Dumfries with barely discernible double fine 
"MONTEGO/BAY" (T1), both with fair strikes of "IAMAICA” (J2), 
also 1795 EL from Spanish Town to Aberdeen, endorsed 
"Penelope Pacquete" with poor strike of "JAMAICA" (J1) on 
reverse, some faults 

 £30 31 

745 1798 EL from Trelawny to Edinburgh, dated October 25, 
endorsed "Pr. Packet", With fair to good strike of "JAMAICA" (J1) 
on flap, interesting contents include ". . . the 'Jamaica' of Glasgow 
... was captured off Heneago by two French Privateers . . .",flap 
torn, otherwise fine 

 £75 60 

 "JAMAICA" Fleuron Handstamps    

746 1807 E to Dumfries and 1807 and 1808 EL's to London, all with 
poor to fair strikes of fleuron (F1) datestamps, also 1810 EL to 
Dumfries with fair strike of Fleuron with year date-plug omitted 
(F2a), some small faults 

 £25 22 

747 1808 EL to Scotland, showing extremely fine strike of fleuron (F2) 
of December 10, flap a little torn, otherwise fine and attractive 

 £30 28 

748 1812 EL from Virgin Valley to Charles Gray, Somerset, dated 
February 20, with MS. "Paid 2/6" on face, with good strikes of 
fleuron of February 23 with year date slug omitted (Fla) and 
double-line "MONTEGO-BAY/JA" (T3), both struck over flap, fine 
and scarce 

 £50 40 

749 1813 EL from Kingston to Madeira, dated January 31, with MS. 
"Paid 2/11" on face and two good strikes of fleuron handstamp 
(F3a) of January 31, struck over flap, fine 

 £30 39 

750 1819and 1820 EL's to Edinburgh, with fair strikes of fleurons 
(F5and F5a respectively), struck over flaps, also 1823 EL to Ayr, 
with faint strike of fleuron showing first and third digits of year 
date-plug omitted (F4 var.), Glasgow arrival mark on reverse with 
error of year "1825" for "1823", some faults 

 £30 25 

751 1820 EL from St. Mary's to Ayr, dated April 15, with MS. "51 - " 
and endorsed "Fox pkt." with handstruck boxed "1/2" and double 
ringed Glasgow datestamp of June 4 1820 on face, flap on 
reverse bears a good strike of fleuron handstamp (F5a) of April 
17, showing first digit of year date-plug omitted, faintly toned, 
otherwise fine 

 £30 29 

752 1822 EL from St. Thomas-in-the-East to Auchinieck, Scotland, 
dated April 14, with MS. "2/7" and red circular "JUN/T25N/1822" 
Edinburgh arrival and black boxed " 1/2 " marks on face, good 
strike of f leuron (F4a) of April 30, showing first digit in year date 
plug omitted, somewhat toned and stained, but the earliest date 
recorded by Foster 

 £15 21 
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 The "Post Town" Straight Line Handstamps    

753 Clarendon: 1822 EL to Kingston, dated September 25, with fine 
strike of "CLARENDON/JA" (T3) on front, a tittle toned, otherwise 
fine . 

 £30 55 

754 Dry Harbour: 1837 E to London, dated November 21, with MS. 
"2/2" on face, good, but slightly double strike of "DRY-
HARBOUR/JA" (T3) in black struck over flap, November 24 
Kingston transit mark (K4) and London arrival mark on reverse, a 
little torn around seal, otherwise fine . 

 £25 32 

755 Falmouth: 1793 EL from Trelawny to Dumfries, dated May 7, with 
fair strike of "FALMOUTH" (T2) and "IAMAICA" (J2) struck over 
flap, and transit mark on reverse, small stain spot, otherwise fine 
and earlier than earliest date recorded by Foster 

 £50  

756 - 1802 EL to London, dated November 20, fair to good strikes of 
"FALMOUTH/JA" (T3), the earliest recorded by Foster, and 
"JAMAICA/??NOV1802" (J7) in black, latter just struck over flap, 
also red London arrival markings, good condition 

 £60  

757 - 1802 EL to Edinburgh, dated July 6, with poor to fair strikes of 
"FALMOUTH/JA" (T3), earlier than recorded by Foster, and 
"JAMAICA/9 JUL1802" (J7), struck across flap, a little soiled and 
creased, also 1813 and 1814 ELs to London with good strikes of 
"FALMOUTH/JA" (T3) across flaps and fleuron (F3a) 
handstamps, fair condition 

 £50 46 

758 1834 EL to Paisley, dated July 22, with MS. "2/5" and boxed " 1/2 
on face, fair to good strike of "FALMOUTH" (T4a), Kingston 
datestamp of July 24, with last digit of year date-plug missing (K4 
var.) and Paisley arrival mark on reverse, a little toned or ragged, 
but later usage than recorded by Foster. 

 £30  

759 Golden River: 1815 EL to Glasgow, dated August 8, with MS. "Gd 
River" on reverse, also fair strike of "FALMOUTH/JA" (T3) and 
fleuron (F3a) of August 11, heavily soiled and ragged, but rare 

 £15 26 

760 Goshen: 1808 EL to St. Albans, with faint strike of "GOSHEN/JA" 
(T3) and fleuron (F1) on reverse, a little ragged around seal, 1828 
EL to Ireland, with fair strike of "GOSHEN/JA" (T3) and fleuron 
(F6) struck over flap, flap torn through both markings, but scarce 

 £30  

761 Lucea: 1810 EL to Holborn, dated February 4, with MS. "Paid 1/3" 
on face and good strike of "LUCEA/JA" (T3) on reverse, also part 
strike of fleuron (F2a) and London arrival mark, part of rear flap 
missing, otherwise fine 

 £15 25 

762 Manchioneal: 1829 EL from Grange Hill to Ayr, dated March, MS. 
"Pd. 71/2" and "2J6" on face, good strike in black of 
"MANCHIONEAL" (T4a) and Fieuron (F6) of March 13, across 
flap also Glasgow and Ayr receiving marks, fine and rare  

photo £100 80 

763 Montego Bay: 1803 (2),1812,1813,1814,1817 (2), ELs addressed 
to England except last to Spanish Town, all with poor to good 
strikes of "MONTEGO-BAYIJA" (T3), on reverse, first two with 
Jamaica datestamps (J7, poor strikes), latter (except last) with 
fleuron datestamps, mixed condition 

 £125 100 

764 1834 EL to Bristol, dated November 14, with good strike of 
"MONTEGO BAY" (T4a) struck over flap and Kingston transit 
mark (K4), a little soiled, otherwise fine and scarce 

 £35 36 

765 Port Antonio: 1837 EL to London, dated July 25, with very good 
"PORT ANTONIO" (T4a), struck on face, Kingston datestamp 
(K4) of August 5, and London arrival marks on reverse, fine and 
rare  

photo £100 80 

766 Port Maria: 1803 EL from London to Kingston, dated December 
15. with good "PORT-MARAIJA"(T3), used as a ship letter mark, 
struck overflap on reverse somewhat tropicalised, but a very rare 
usage and earliest recorded by Foster  

photo £250 260 
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767 1824 EL from Islington to Kingston, dated January 2l, fine strike of 
"PORT MARIA" (T4a) over flap on reverse, used as a ship-letter 
handstamp, a little toned and one flap ragged, otherwise fine and 
scarce  

photo £80 100 

768 Robins River: 1801 EL from Shapton to St. Albans, dated January 
20, with MS. "Inld. Postg. 113" and endorsed "P. Caroline 
/Packet", with very good "ROBINSIRIVER" (T1), superb 
"JAMAICAI29JAN1801" (J5) and London arrival mark on reverse, 
fine and stated by Foster to be unique, also 1813 EL from 
Shapton to St. Albans, endorsed "By Pelican/Sloop of War" and 
with barely discernible "ROBINS RIVERIJA" (T3) struck over flap, 
faults, but very rare  

photo £200 270 

769 Savanna La Mar: 1813, 1815 and 1823 ELs to Great Britain, all 
with fair strikes of "SAVANNA-LA-MAR/JA" (T3) in black across 
flaps, all also have fleuron datestamps, good condition 

 £30 24 

770 Savanna La Mar: 1837 EL to Edinburgh, dated October 30, with 
MS. "I.P.Paid 1/3" crossed out and "2/3" endorsed, green boxed 
"1/2" on face, with good strike of "SAVANNA LA MAR" (T4b) in 
black across flap, Kingston datestamp (K4) of November 2, and 
London arrival on reverse, fine and scarce E 

 £30 24 

771 Spanish Town: 1794 EL to London, dated October 10, endorsed 
"By the Princess/Royal Packet", with faint strike of 
"SPANISH/TOWN" (Tlb) and transit datestamp on reverse, flap a 
little worm eaten and entire toned, but rare 

 £15 12 

772 1806, 1807, 1815, 1830, 1831, 1834 ELs to Great Britain, all with 
poor to fair strikes of "SPANISH-TOWN/JA"(T3aorT3b), mixed 
condition 

 £80  

773 Vere: 1815 EL to Yorkshire, dated December 19, with good but 
slightly smudged strike of "VEREIJA" (T3) in black, and fleuron 
(F3a) of February 27, good condition, rare and earlier than other 
copy recorded by Foster 

photo £150 120 

774 Early datestamps of Kingston: 1805.ELto London, dated 
November 9, MS. "2/-" on face, fair strike of arc 
"KINGSTON/23DEC/1805" (K1) datestamp, also fleuron (F1) and 
London arrival marks on reverse, somewhat toned on reverse, but 
very rare  

photo £150  

775 1833 EL from Panama to London, dated August 21, with strike of 
Kingston datestamp of October 14 (K4) used as a transit mark 
and red London arrival mark, fine and rare usage 

 £40  

776 1829 to 1852, nine E or ELs all with Kingston datestamps, 
comprising types K2a (2), K6 (5), K7, 7c, good to fine strikes and 
condition 

 £100  

 The Early Datestamps of the Post Towns    

777 Annotto Bay: 1849 EL to London, dated June 4, with MS. 
"Prepaid" red Kingston Paid (PD6a) and London paid markings on 
face, good strike of "ANNOTTO-BAY/JU5/1849" iP3) and 
Kingston datestamp (K6) on reverse, fine 

 £35 60 

778 Bath: 1847 EL from Friendship Estate to Aberdeen, dated June 
23, with very good "BATH/JY23/1847/JAMAICA" (P2a) in blue, 
and transit marks on reverse, rare, also 1847 EL to same 
addressee with similar datestamp, but of May 7 in black, fine 

 £40 70 

779 Dry Harbour: 1840, 1843 and 1847 ELs or Es all showing fair to 
good strikes of Dry Harbour (P2b) datestamps, latter struck on 
face, others on rear, former with inverted "4" in "1840" date slug, 
fair to good condition 

 £20 38 

780 H Faimouth: 1839 to 1865. six Es or covers all with Falmouth 
datestamps, comprising types P2a., P4, P10c (4, one with Lucea 
P6 type), mixed condition and strikes 

 £30 35 
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781 Goshen: 1841, 1845, 1853 and 1856 E or part Es, all with good 
strikes of Goshen datestamps (P2a), one earlier than previously 
recorded by Foster, fair to good condition 

 £25 31 

782 Green Island: 1850 EL from Orange Bay to Spanish Town, with 
fair strike of Green Island datestamp (P3) of January 21, also 
strike of Spanish Town datestamp (P2b) also two 1866 ELs to the 
same addressee in Liverpool, and with fair strikes of Green Island 
datestamp (P11), fair condition 

 £50 40 

783 Lacovia: 1841 E to Liverpool, with v" fine Lacovia datestamp 
(P2a) of June 1, struck over flap, Liverpool transit marks on 
reverse, good condition, very few known  

photo £100 80 

784 Little River: 1849 EL to London, dated December 6, with very 
good strike of Little River datestamp (P2b) of December 6, with 
date inserted by MS., also Kingston datestamp (K6), and London 
arrival mark on reverse, fine and scarce 

 £50 40 

785 Mandeville: 1847 to 1869, five E or ELs, all showing poor to good 
strikes of Mandeville datestamps, types P2a (3), P8 and Pl 1, 
chiefly good condition 

 £25 20 

786 Mayhill: 1841 to 1861, eight ELs, ail with fair to good strikes of 
Mayhill datestamp (P2a), three also bear strikes of Mandeville 
datestamps (P2a and P8), chiefly good condition 

 £40 44 

787 Moneague: 1841 E to London, with good strike of Moneague 
datestamp (P2a) of October 27, and London receiving mark on 
reverse, also 1871 cover to Orange Park, with two fair strikes of 
Moneague datestamp (Pl la), Code A, of January 29, with code 
letter inverted, stained and a little worm eaten, but scarce  

 £25 25 

788 Morant Bay: 1840, 1841 and 1846 E or ELs to England, all 
bearing good strikes of Morant Bay datestamps (P2a), good 
condition 

 £15 36 

789 Ocho Rios: 1844 EL to London, dated February 20, with good 
Ocho Rios datestamp (P3) of February 21, just touching flap, 
London arrival marking on reverse, fine 

 25 25 

790 Pear Tree Grove: 1842 EL to London, dated May 18, with fair 
strike of Pear Tree Grove datestamp (P2b) of May 20, with date 
inserted by hand, London arrival mark on reverse, good condition, 
the latest date recorded by Foster, rare  

 £40 32 

791 Port Morant: 1844, 1846, 1848 and 1858 E or ELs, all with fair to 
good strikes of Port Morant datestamps (P2a), in black, mixed 
condition, but scarce 

 £40  

792 Porus: 1849 E to Mandeville, dated September 9, with very good 
strike of Porus datestamp (P5a) of September 14, and Mandeville 
datestamp (P2a) on reverse, MS. "4" on face, good condition and 
scarce  

 £40 37 

793 St. Anne's Bay: 1842 EL from Ocho Rios to London, dated March 
31, with fair strike of St. Anne's Bay datestamp (P2a) of April 13, 
the latest date recorded by Foster, torn flap and a trifle soiled, 
1846 EL to London, dated November 4, with fair strike of St. 
Anne's Bay datestamp (P3) of November 5, over flap and portion 
missing over seal, but earlier than recorded by Foster, good 
condition  

 £30 26 

794 Spanish Town: 1835,1842,1844,1846,1848 and 1860 ELs (latter 
part E), bearing good to fine strikes of Spanish Town datestamps, 
types P1, P2b (4) and P11a, mainly good condition  

 £40 32 

795 1836 E (one flap missing) to London, with poor strike of Spanish 
Town (type P1) marking, rated at "4/4", also 1835 E to London 
with fair strike of Kingston (type K4) marking on reverse, marked 
Per Packet, good condition  

 £10 8 
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796 1841 EL to Stirling, dated March 21, with MS. "Paid 1/- " and red 
tombstone paid mark on face, good strike of Spanish Town 
datestamp (P2a) of March 23 in blue and arrival mark on reverse, 
a trifle soiled, otherwise fine and rare  

 £40 33 

797 1842 to 1873. the selection of fifteen, E, ELs or envelopes 
bearing datestamps of Alexandria (P2a), Chapeiton (P2a), 
Clarendon (P2a), Lucea (P6), Montego Bay (P2b (3). Plla), Old 
Harbour (P2b), Port Maria (P3), Rodney Hall (P2b), Savannah-La-
Mar (P2b (2)), Stewart Town (P11), Vere (P2a), mixed condition 
and strikes  

 £150 120 

 The Ship Letter Handstarnps    

798 1801 from Kingston to London, dated April 11, with good strike of 
oval "Ship Letter/crown/JAMAICA" handstamp (SL1) and similar 
mark for Deal, MS. "P Ship/Thetis" on face and arrival mark on 
reverse, a little toned and creased, but the earliest date recorded 
by Foster 

 £75 60 

799 1803 EL from Kingston to London, dated November 19, with 
good, but slightly doubled strike of oval "Ship 
Lettre/crown/JAMAICA" handstamp (SL1), and MS. "H.M.S. 
Cumberland" on face, arrival mark on reverse, good condition 

 £60 48 

800 1815 E to Edinburgh, with MS. "P Lincoln/Capt. Benson" boxed 
"PORTSMOUTH/SHIP LETTER" and "Add/1/2" on face, faint 
strike of "FALMOUTH/JA" (T3) handstamp and MS. "Ship 
Letter/Jamaica" on reverse, flap at left missing and a little soiled, 
but scarce 

 £60 50 

80 1816 EL from Kingston to London, dated February 10, with good 
strike of oval "Ship letter/crown/JAMAICA" handstamp (SL1), MS. 
"H.M.S. Ship/North Star" and famed 
"PORTSMOUTH/SHIP/LETTER" on face, MS. "Extracted" and 
arrival mark on reverse, a little ragged around seal, other fine  

photo £70 180 

802 1841 EL from Salem to Mayhill, dated December 11, with blue 
circular "SALEMIJAN 4/N.C." and straightline "PAID" with fair 
strike of "KINGSTON/FE25/1842/SHIP LETTER" (SL4) on face 
and endorsed "forwarded/Ch. Black" on reverse, good condition  

photo £100 175 

803 1848 from Bethlehem, Philadelphia to Mandeville, with red 
circular "BETHLEHEMISEP/9" and "PAID/5" erased, endorsed 
"Via "Baltimore" / per first vessel/to Jamaica" double line black 
"JAMAICA / SHIP LETTER" (SL5). on face and Kingston 
datestamp (K7c) and indistinct arrival marks on reverse, good 
condition  

photo £125 125 

804 1849 EL from Salem to Mandeville, dated February 18, with 
circular red "SALEMIFEB/26/N.C." and "PAID", overstamped by 
handstruck "4" Too pay mark (TP1), also deleted and MS. "8" 
entered, good strike of "JAMAICA / SHIP LETTER" (SLS), on 
front, Kingston (K7a) and Mandeville (P2a) datestamps on 
reverse, fine and rare  

photo £200 220 

805 1849 EL from Kingston to New York, dated November 2, 
endorsed "Empire City" with “KINGSTON-JAMAICA/NO 
2/1849/B/PAID" (PD6), in red MS. "8" over and re-rated by "6" in 
circle, with very good strike of "JAMAICAISHIP LETTER" (SL5) 
on face, fine  

photo £100 125 

806 1850 EL from Kingston to New York, dated May 29, with MS. "4", 
red circular "KINGSTON-JAMAICA/MY29/1850/A/PAID" (PD6) 
overstruck by red "10" in circle, fair strike of "JAMAICA/SHIP 
LETTER" (SL5) and endorsed "Empire City" on face, fine 

 £60 48 

807 1850 EL from Kingston to New York, dated July 30, endorsed "P. 
Cherokee" and with red circular "KINGSTON-JAMAICA/ JY30/ 
1850/ A/ PAID" (PD6) marking with MS. "8" alongside, uprated by 
MS. "20", good strike of "JAMAICA/SHIP LETTER" (SL5), fine  

photo £75 110 
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808 1851 E from, Kingston to New York, endorsed "General L. 
Taylor", with red Kingston Paid datestamp (PD6), of April 17, 
good strike of "JAMAICA/SHIP LETTER" (SL5), handstruck "20" 
overwritten by MS. "8", faint traces of staining, otherwise fine 

 £50 70 

809 1852 covers from Niagara Fails to Jamaica, endorsed "Via United 
States" suggesting original origin was Canada, with blue "PAID", 
"20" and circular "NIAGARA FALLS/APR/19/N.Y." with MS. "paid" 
and "8" and very good strike of "JAMAICAJSHIP LETTER" (SL5) 
on face with Kingston (K7a) and Port Royal (P2a) datestamps, 
latter with inverted date slugs, on reverse, fine and rare  

photo £125 330 

 The Paid Handstamps    

810 1831 EL to London, dated September 12, with faint strike of 
"JAMAICA/SE12/1831/PAID" (PD3) in red, London tombstone 
paid marking and MS. "4/4", also 1834 EL from Kingston to 
Madrid, dated February 11, with good strike of red 
"JAMAICA/FE10/1834/PAID" (PD3), also red London tombstone 
paid marking, "13R" and MS. "8/8" on face, with London transit 
and Madrid arrival datestamps on reverse, good condition 

 £60  

811 1841 EL from Morant Bay to Liverpool, dated September 16, with 
MS. "4" erased and overstruck by very good "PAID" (PD11) in 
brownish magenta, on face, Port Morant datestamp (P2a) and 
Liverpool arrival marks on reverse, good condition and very rare  

photo £150 185 

812 1841 EL from Panama to London, via Jamaica, dated March 10, 
with MS. "Paid 1/- circular red "JAMAICA/MR31/1841/PAID" 
(PD5) used as transit mark and London tombstone paid 
datestamp, two heavy creases but fine, attractive and a scarce 
usage 

 £40  

813 1842 EL to London with fair strike of red 
"JAMAICA/MR24/1848/PAID" (PD5) and violet MS. "Paid through 
4/- ", 1848 EL from Kingston to Aberdeen with fair "KINGSTON-
JAMAICA/MY 8/1848/A/PAID" (PD6), both good condition, also 
1860 E to London, with fair to good strike of red "KINGSTON-
JAMAICA/SP24/ 1860/PAID" (PD6a), toned and ragged at edges, 
but rare usage in the provisional period between Great Britain and 
Jamaican stamps 

 £50  

814 1854, two ELs from Kingston to the same addressee in New York, 
both with Kingston, Jamaica paid datestamps (PD6a) former 
dated May 1 1, with MS. "Via St. Thomas" and with handstruck 
"6" overwritten "2/ - ", latter with MS "Steamer", circular 
"STEAMSHIP/10" in black and MS. "4", good condition and 
attractive 

 £50 42 

815 1854 envelope to Ohio, fair to good strike of "KINGSTON-
JAMAICA/OC 6/1854/ PAID" (PD6a) in red endorsed "By First 
American Steamer", with black 
"STEAM/SHIP","5"incirciestruckoverMS."4",fine 

 £20 21 

816 1897 cover to New York, franked by 1889-91 2d. on reverse, with 
boxed red "JAMAICA-PAID/AP7 1897" and red crayon MS. "Pd 
1/2" on face, Savannah La Mar, Kingston, Boston and New York 
marks on reverse, a littie soiled, otherwise fine and scarce 

 £40 48 

817 1899 cover from Albany to Claremont, with two fine strikes of red 
double ring "PAID/* OC 2 */99/JAMAICA" and blue crayon "1d 
pd", Albany and Claremont backstamps, fine 

 £40 33 

818 To Pay Handstamps: 1849 mourning envelope to London, 
endorsed "Steamer" and with good strike of "s/1/-" (TP2) in black, 
Kingston (K7b) and London datestamps on reverse, good 
condition. 

 £30 60 

 The Commercial Rooms and other Forwarding Agents' 
Cachets 
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819 1827 E to Liverpool, dated February 17, endorsed "P Eclipse/B 
Liverpool" and MS. "1/2" on face, with fair to good strike of 
straight line "COMMERCIAL ROOMS" (CR6) and framed 
"LIVERPOOL/SHIP LETTER" over flap, good condition and 
scarce 

 £80 65 

820 1827 EL from Green Pond to Ayr, dated April 4, endorsed "P Ship 
Mary" with MS. "51-" erased and re-rated "1/11" boxed "1/2" on 
face, with very good "COMMERCIAL ROOMS" (CR6) struck over 
flap, framed "DARTMOUTHISHIP LETTER", Glasgow and Ayr 
transit marks, very fine and scarce  

photo £100 105 

821 1827 part EL (letter missing) to New York, dated December 7, 
endorsed "P Brig Pelican/via St. Thomas" on face and with good 
strike of "COMMERCIAL ROOMS" (C R6) on reverse, a trifle 
toned, but scarce 

 £70  

822 1829 EL from Santiago de Cuba to London, via Jamaica, dated 
April 16, endorsed "P Duke of Bronte/Captain Harris" and with red 
framed "PORTSMOUTHISHIP LETTER" on face, with fair strike 
of "COMMERCIAL ROOMS" (CR6) just over flap and MS. 
"Received and Forwarded by / your obedient Servants/J. Et W. 
Mulholiand", flap a little cut and torn around seals, otherwise fine 
and rare  

photo £150  

823 1833 EL of unknown origin, forwarded from Jamaica to 
Pennsylvania, with red circular "NEW-YORK/NOV/7" and "SHIP" 
and "2ND. DELIVERY" straight line marks on face, fair strike'of 
circular "COMMERCIAL/ KINGSTON/ JAMAICA/ BUILDINGS" 
handstamp (CR7) in black on reverse, a few faint traces of stain 
spots and reinforced on folds, otherwise fine and scarce 

 £50 75 

824 1848 EL from Valparaiso of New York, via Jamaica, with MS. 
"12", black "SHIP" and unclear arrival mark on face, good strike of 
oval "RECEIVED & FORWARDED/ BY/ DARRELL & 
BARCLAY/KINGSTON, JAMAICA." (FAC4) in black, flap torn 
through handstamp and a little wrinkled but very rare, stated to be 
one of only two recorded by Foster 

 £40 75 

825 1851 EL from Carthagena to New York, endorsed "Via New 
York", dated February 13, with superb strike of rectangular boxed 
"FORWARDED BY/ J. A. GARCIA DEL RIOIKINGSTON, 
JAMAICA" (FAC5), very good condition and very rare, earlier than 
recorded by Foster  

photo £200 440 

826 1869 EL from Kingston to New York, dated January 8, circular 
"N.Y.STEAMSHIP/ JAN/10" on face, blue circular double ring 
"RUNES FILS & Co/14/JANV./6g/ ST.THOMAS" forwarding 
agent's mark on reverse, fresh, fine and very scarce  

photo £75 60 

827 1871 EL from Santiago de Cuba to Bordeaux, endorsed "Via 
Jamaica" and dated November 4, "GB/2F" accountancy mark and 
transit datestamp on face, with superb strike of double oval 
"DAVIDSON COLTHIRST Et Co / FORWARDED BYIKINGSTON, 
JAMAICA" (FAC7) over flap and Kingston, London and Bordeaux 
datestamps on reverse, flap with tear by seal, otherwise fine and 
stated to be unique by Foster  

photo £220 250 

828 Transit Handstamps: 1829 E from Carthagena to London, via 
Jamaica, with MS. "31-" and fair strike of red "CARTHAGENA" 
fleuron (TR2), on face, Kingston and London datestamps on 
reverse, flap torn, otherwise fine and rare  

photo £200 160 

829 Transit Handstamps: 1840 E addressed to "Monsieur Le Baron de 
Rostchild". dated September 26 and with MS. "1/11" erased and 
"213", superb strike of red "CARTHAGENA" (TR2) fleuron on 
face, very fine and rare  

photo £400 600 
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830 1894 Chilean 2c. Postal Stationery card to British Guiana, 
additionally franked by 1c., with Valparaiso datestamps, endorsdd 
"Via Panama" with Kingston datestamp and black 
"JAMAICA/TRANSIT" (TR9) well struck twice on face, 
Georgetown, British Guiana mark on reverse, good condition 

 £20 24 

831 1902 Chilean lc. Postal Stationery card to Barbados additionally 
franked by 2c., Santiago cancellations, with Kingston datestamp 
and black "JAMAICA/ TRANSIT" (TR9) on face, Barbados arrival 
date stamp on reverse, good condition . 

 £20 24 

832 1903 Chilean 1c. Postal Stationery card to Barbados, re-
addressed to New York, additionally franked by 2c., Concepcion 
duplex cancellations, Kingston datestamp and 
"JAMAICA/TRANSIT (TR9), Brooklyn datestamp, on face, 
Barbados transit marks on reverse, some corners a little creased, 
otherwise good condition. 

 £20 24 

833 Late Fee and Too Late handstamps: 1822 EL from Clarendon to 
Greenock, dated August 4, with MS. "2J6" on face and fair to 
good strike of green "LEEWARD ISLANDS / SE 25 / 1822/F" late 
fee stamp, and Glasgow transit mark on reverse, fine and rare 
early usage  

photo £100  

834 - 1825 EL (part of contents missing) from Kingston to London, 
dated May 23, with MS. "212" and good strike of black "JAMAICA/ 
MY23/ 1825/ TOO LATE" (TL2) on face, arrival mark on reverse, 
fine and rare  

photo £60 110 

835 - 1842 EL from Kingston to Liverpool, dated June 24, with a very 
good strike of circular green "LEEWARD ISLAND/F" late fee 
handstamp on face, very good condition and rare  

photo £200 270 

836 - 1848 EL from New Fuineck to Mandeville, with large MS. "4" and 
very fine strike of an unrecorded type of "Too Late" (similar to 
TL6) in black, on face, Black River datestamp (P2a) of August 28 
on reverse, very good condition and rare  

photo £150 240 

837 - 1862 E from Manchioneai to Aberdeen, bearing 1860-63 6d., 
tied by "A52" cancellation, Kingston (K9a) datestamp, black "TOO 
LATE" (TL3) handstamp and red London Paid mark on face, 
Manchioneal (Pl l) and Aberdeen datestamps on reverse, 
adhesive with filing crease, otherwise fine and scarce  

photo £75 135 

838 Unpaid Handstamps: 1844 EL from Alexandria to Herefordshire, 
dated January 4, with MS. "8" and "P Paid", double ring red 
"JAMAICA / JA 8 / 1844 / PAID" (PD5) and very good strike of red 
"MORE-TO-PAY" (D1), on face, Alexandria (P2a) and arrival 
datestamps on reverse, good condition and a very rare type which 
Foster states to be known, but no examples recorded  

photo £175 575 

839 Official Handstamps: 1898 O.H.M.S. Marriage conformation card 
from Spanish Town to Retreat, with oval double ring "ON H M 
SERVICE/ FREE/REGISTRAR GENERAL" handstamp and 
Spanish Town datestamp on face, Robins Bay and Retreat 
datestamps on reverse, somewhat stained, but an unusual item. 

 £15 12 

840 1903 O.H.M.S. envelope from Kingston to Baltimore, with good 
strike of double ring "ON POST OFFICE BUSINESS/ FREE/ 
JAMAICA" on face, transit marks on reverse, good condition 

 £15 13 

841 Great Britain Used in Jamaica: 1859 cover to Kingston, bearing 
6d. lilac, cancelled by circular "FALMOUTH/A/FE15/59/JAMAICA" 
datestamp (P10c), Kingston backstamp some staining, and 
adhesive with some short perfs., but a rare usage  

photo £80 85 

842 - 1859 E to Kingston bearing 6d. lilac, cancelled by good strike of 
"A39" obliterator and with Kingston datestamp of November 12 on 
face, Falmouth (P10c) datestamp on reverse, adhesive with a few 
short perfs., E with heavy filing crease, otherwise fine and 
attractive  

photo £100 115 
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843 - 1859 E from Black River to Liverpool, bearing 4d. rose, vertical 
strip of three (top stamp defective, others with small faults) tied by 
"A30" obliterators, with somewhat smudged strike of black "Too 
Late" (similar type to TL6) and red London Paid marks on face, 
Black River (P11), Kingston (Kg) and Liverpool backstamps, tiny 
internal tear near adhesives, otherwise fine and scarce  

photo £125 135 

 1860-63    

844 1d. part o.g. (hinge remainders) imperf. pair, overprinted 
"SPECIMEN" (Nicholson type 1). a few minor faults, but of good 
appearance. 

 £100 80 

845 1d., 2d., 4d., 6d., all part o.g., imperf. copies, overprinted 
"SPECIMEN" (Nicholson type 1), some minor faults, but scarce 

 £100 90 

846 1d., 3d., 1/-, handstamped "SPECIMEN" diagonally in black 
(Nicholson type 5), part o.g. or unused, ld. poor and 1 with 
straight edges at bottom and left, 3d. fine 

 £30 24 

847 1d., 3d. (2), 1/-, manuscript "SPECIMEN" (Nicholson type 21) 1d. 
diagonally, others horizontally, unused and with faults, except one 
3d. part o.g. and fine 

 £50  

848 1d. pale blue, an o.g. or part o.g. block of four, centred slightly to 
lower-right, a few short or clipped perfs., otherwise fresh and fine . 
(1) 

 £220+ 80 

849 1d., bisected and tied by "A34" obliterator of Claremont to small 
portion of "Public Opinion" newspaper of June 6 1868, addressed 
to Gordon Town, piece a little soiled, stained or torn, but scarce. 
Signed by Nicholson . (1d) 

 £40 32 

850 1d.,2d.,3d.,4d.,1/-,part o.g.or unused, slight rubbing and minor 
faults (1-4,6)  

 £768  

851 2d., two different Dies, 3d., 4d., 6d., all cut-down Die Proofs in 
black on glazed card, some rubbing, otherwise fine 

 £125 100 

852 2d. rose, manuscript "Specimen" diagonally (Nicholson type 23), 
unused, straight edge at left and a few other minor faults, but 
stated to be unique by Nicholson  

photo £40 46 

853 3d. hand painted Essay in grey, black and white, on card (20½ x 
23½mm.), fine and attractive  

photo £500  

854 3d. green, handstamped "SPECIMEN" (Nicholson type 7), part 
o.g., a few clipped perfs. at upper-left and one short at left, 
otherwise fine and scarce . 

 £20 21 

855 4d. cut-down Die Proof (19½ x 23mm.) in black on glazed card, 
with No. 4 etched in blank corners, small surface scrape at right 
and traces of rubbing, otherwise fine and unusual 

 £50  

856 6d., one handstamped "SPECIMEN" (Nicholson type 4) vertically 
in black, other handstamped "SPECIMEN" (Nicholson type 5) 
horizontally in green, small part o.g., some faults, but scarce 

 £15 12 

857 1861 EL from Kingston to Mandeville, dated January24, and 
bearing 1860-634d., tied by "A01" obliterator, Kingston datestamp 
on face and Mandeville arrival mark on reverse, cover and 
adhesive a trifle toned, latter also a little rubbed, otherwise fine . 

 £20 26 

858 1861 E from Kingston to Edinburgh, dated April 9, bearing 1860 - 
63 6d., cancelled by London "A41" in oval of bars on arrival, 
circular "SOUTHAMPTON/AP 28/1861/ PACKET-LETTER" on 
face and London and Edinburgh datestamps on reverse, 
adhesive with faint buckling, otherwise fine and unusual 

 £75 120 
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859 1861 EL from New York to Guadeloupe, via Jamaica, dated May 
10, with red MS. "4" on face and two strikes of blue oval double 
ring "G.C.SOLOMON Et Co. /KINGSTON, JAMAICA" Agent's 
mark, one partly covered by 1860-63 4d. tied by "A01" obliterator, 
Kingston datestamp of June 8, and St. Thomas of June 12 on 
reverse, cover and adhesive a trifle tropicalised, latter with corner 
crease, but a scarce example of a forwarded cover bearing 
Jamaican adhesives  

photo £250 200 

860 1861 part E from Kingston to Boston, bearing 1860 - 63 4d., tied 
by a good strike of round "A01" obliterator (unusual on this issue), 
aiso circular black "STEAMSHIP/10" on face and Kingston 
datestamp on reverse, front with slight crease and adhesive a 
trifle rubbed, otherwise fine  

 £20 18 

861 1863 envelope from Kingston to Buckinghamshire, a horizontal 
pair of 1860-63 1/- purple-brown, cancelled by "A01" obliterators, 
endorsed "Via Southampton" and with black double ring oval 
"JAMISON, SOUTAR Et Co./JAMAICA/KINGSTON" Agent's mark 
and London red Paid marks on face, Kingston and Marlow 
datestamps on reverse, adhesives somewhat rubbed and cover a 
little wrinkled and soiled, otherwise fine 

 £40 32 

862 1869 cover to Germany, bearing 1d. pale blue, 2d. rose (four 
singles and horizontal strip of four), a few faint stains and a little 
soiled, all cancelled "A53" of Mandeville and tied by red London 
transit and oval "PD" marks, ld. and five 2d. also with blue 
England Via Aachen transit mark, May Hill, Kingston and arrival 
datestamps on reverse, a rare and striking item (1,2) 

photo £350 650 

863 1870 cover to Kingston, bearing ld. blue, a horizontal strip of 
three, right copy a little stained, just tied to cover by fine strikes of 
"A65" obliterator of Port Morant, with Port Morant datestamp of 
September 7 1870 and Kingston arrival mark on reverse, cover 
with tiny faults, otherwise very fine, attractive and scarce. Ex 
Chariton Henry (1 b) 

photo £200 220 

864 1870 - 83 ½d. Die Proof in black on glazed card (61 x 92mm.), 
dated " JuIy 1872" in pencil MS., fine  

photo £125 100 

865  - ½d., 1d., 2d., 4d., 6d., 1/- imperf. Plate Proofs on glazed, 
ungummed, unwater- marked paper in near issued colours, all in 
blocks of four from sides of sheets and overprinted 
"CANCELLED", some traces of rubbing, otherwise chiefly fine 

 £125 105 

866 1874 envelope from Wiesbaden, addressed to Major W. R. 
Annesley of the 97th Regiment, Jamaica, bearing Germany 1872 
large Shield 1/4g., 1/2g., lg. and 5g. pair, tied by Wiesbaden 
cancellations of April 8, the cover endorsed "Via London" and with 
red Circular London Paid datestamp, red MS. "11" accountancy 
mark and red handstruck "1d" denoting transatlantic fee, very faint 
Gordon Town datestamp on face, Kingston transit mark on 
reverse, cover creased, torn and repaired, but an unusual and 
interesting item  

photo £150 220 

867 1879 E from Kingston to Rouen, France, bearing 1870-83 4d. tied 
by "A01" obliterator, circular "KINGSTON/1 T/OC 
10/79/JAMAICA" datestamp, red MS. "3" and French transit mark 
on face, London and Rouen datestamps on reverse, adhesive 
with a few stained perfs. and surface scrape, entire a little soiled 
and creased, otherwise fine 

 £15 23 
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868 1885 cover to Ohio bearing CA 2d. (2), 1888 O.H.M.S. envelope 
to Montego Bay bearing 2d., 1895 cover from Santa Cruz to 
Canada via New York bearing CA ½d. and 1889-91 1d. (2), 1903 
local envelope from Falmouth to Duncan bearing CA ½d., and 
1901 cover from Ocho Rios to Germany bearing CA ½d. and 
1900-E Falls 1d. red pair, with incorrect date slug "10" for "01", 
mixed condition. 

 £40  

869 1889-91 Die Proof of design with value tablet blank, in black on 
glazed card (92 x 6lmm.), dated "23 AUG 93" and marked 
"AFTER STRIKING", fine  

photo £175 140 

870 Set overprinted "SPECIMEN" (Samuel type D12), adhering to two 
small pieces of De La Rue day book, fine (27 - 29) 

 £120+ 24 

871 1d. tied to 1892 cover from May Pen to Kingston, 1d. (pair), 2½d. 
tied by Registered cancellations to cover to St. Louis, a similar 
franking on Registered cover to New York, chiefly good condition 
(27, 29) 

 £15 31 

872 2½d., Die Proof of value tablet in black on glazed card (92 x 
61mm.), dated "3 JAN 91" and marked "BEFORE HARDENING", 
a trifle soiled, otherwise fine  

photo £100 80 

873 1890 Soldier's letter from Port Royal to Isle of Wight, bearing 
1889-91 1d., just tied by "A67" obliterator, Port Royal, Kingston 
squared circle and Ventnor datestamps on reverse, envelope has 
faint traces of staining at edges and small corner crease just 
affecting adhesive, otherwise fine and scarce  

photo £150 210 

874 1890 envelope from Kingston to New York, bearing on reverse a 
label from the Head Postmaster reading as follows: "This Postal-
Packet was contained in the Mail Bag from Kingston for New York 
via Port Maria, Jamaica, for despatch per S.S. 'Bergenseren', 
which mail bag was washed away in the 'Haughton River'. near 
Annotto Bay, on the night of Tuesday the 18th instant, and which 
was subsequently recovered. Fred Sullivan, Postmaster for 
Jamaica. General Post Office, 21st Feb., 1890", tied by Kingston 
and New York datestamps, on front adhesive has been washed 
off leaving portion of cancellation and red framed "JAMAICA PAID 
/ 22FE1890", a little wrinkled, but otherwise good condition, rare 
and unusual  

photo £175 165 

875 1890 2½d. on 4d. red-brown, 1½mm. spacing, second setting, a 
horizontal strip of three, positions 10, 11, and 12. first with 
"PFNNY" for "PENNY" and broken "K" for "Y" varieties, second 
with "PFNNY" for "PENNY" and third with "PLNNY" for "PENNY", 
tied to 1891 cover to New York by squared circle, somewhat 
smudged Kingston datestamps, New York marks on reverse, a 
trifle soiled, otherwise fine and rare.(30c, 30ca) 

photo £150 320 

876 1891 Soldier's letter from Port Royal to Tunbridge Wells bearing 
1889-91 ld., cancelled by "A67" obliterator, Port Royal datestarnp 
on face and squared circle Kingston and Tunbridge Wells 
datestamps on reverse, a few faintest traces of stain spots on 
cover, otherwise very fine and scarce (see photo-plate XI). 

 £175 165 

877 1900-01 Llandovery Fails 1d. Die Proof in black on thin card (50 x 
46mm.) with hand painted white surround to vignette, dated 
"4.1.1900" on face in pencil MS., fine and very rare  

photo £200  

878 ditto, 1d. red and ld. slate-black and red, overprinted 
"SPECIMEN" (Samuel type D12) horizontally in black, latter in 
violet, both adhering to small portion of De La Rue day book, a 
few short perfs., otherwise fine and unusual (31, 32) 

(see photo-
plate XII) 

£160 
+ 

80 

879 ditto, the same values, overprinted "SPECIMEN" (Samuel type 
D12) vertically in black, latter at right in order to be visible against 
the background, forrner part o.g., other unused, fine (31, 32) 

 £160  
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880 1903-04 2½d. grey and ultramarine, a horizontal pair, right stamp 
showing variety "SER.ET" for "SERVIET", part o.g., fine. (35, 35a) 

 £57.50 55 

881 1919 War Stamp 1/2d., 3d., overprinted "SPECIMEN" (Samuel 
type D12) in black, part o. g., fine (76, 77) 

 £85 26 

882 1916 to 1919, the selection of War Stamps, 172 stamps, including 
varieties with Missing stops, raised Quads, etc., blocks, 
unmounted mint, part o.g. and used, mixed condition 

 f-20 18 

883 1919-21 10/ - myrtle-green, unmounted mint from left of sheet, 
fine. (89) 

 £120 39 

884 1921 Abolition of Slavery 6d., the unissued stamp on Script 
watermarked paper, overprinted "SPECIMEN" vertically reading 
downwards, part o.g., centred slightly to right, a trifle toned, and 
faint trace of crease at lower-left corner, otherwise fine  

photo £100 80 

885 1921-29 ½d. to 1/- on large local Kingston cover cancelled by 
Temporary Rubber Datestamp of "JAMAICA PHILATELIC 
EXHIBITION / 21 to 26 Feb.1927 / *" in violet, some toning or 
staining, also 3d. block of four from left of sheet on cover to New 
York and 2½d. (3) tied to cover to California by circular "TAIOHAE 
/ * / 9 -4 / 28 / NUKA-HIVA" cancellations, unusual 

 £20 17 

886 Postal Fiscals: 1855-74 1½d. blue on white (wing rnargin copy), 
3d. purple on lilac, tiny faults but sound, tied to Registered E to 
Barbados by double oval ring Jamaica Registered datestamp of 
May 1895, cover folded but with Barbados backstamp, also a 
Registered "front" to Southarnpton, bearing 1858 11 - rose on 
bluish, off-centre but sound, additionally franked by 1883-97 3d. 
(pair) Postage stamps, similar oval cancellations, a little stained 

 £40 55 

887 Officials: 1890-91 1d., 2d. (pair) tied to 1896 O.H.M.S. envelope 
to Turks Islands by Kingston datestamps of July 16, Turks arrival 
mark, cover a-little cut-down, other- wise fine . (04, 05)  

 £10 21 

 t Cards: 1877 first type I/zd. and 3d. cards, unused, latter a little 
toned, otherwise 
 

   

 Postal Stationery    

888 Post Cards first type, ½d and 3d cards, unused, latter a little 
toned, otherwise fine and scarce (H. & G. 1, 3) 

 £15 12 

889 ditto, second type ½,d., addressed to Wild Street, Kingston, 
cancelled by Kingston datestamp of July 29 1877, with boxed 
"ADVERTISED", red "UNCLAIMED" and boxed 
"RETURNED/LETTER BRANCH/15 AU 77/JAMAICA" marks on 
face, a little soiled, otherwise fine and scarce (H. & G. 4) 

 £50 40 

890 ditto, ditto, ½d., 3d. (3, one on thin card, one on thin card, one on 
thick card), unused, two 3d. with faint traces of staining, others a 
little soiled, otherwise fine and scarce (H. & G. 4, 6) 

 £20 16 

891 Post Cards: 1877 Third type: Four De La Rue sheets from day 
books headed Appendices "A" to "D", with ½d. (4), 1d. (2), 3d. (2) 
on thick and thin yellow card, "C" contains New Zealand 
"Specimen" 1d. postcard with Jamaica ½d., 1d. and 3d. affixed, 
with each ticked on face and "NEW ZEALAND" crossed out with 
"JAMAICA" written below, "D" showing six postcard wrappers, two 
sheets with relating correspondence on reverse, fine and very 
interesting 

 £175 210 

892 1883 ½d. + ½d., 1d. + 1d. and 1½d + 1½d three reply cards and 
one post card, artist's hand drawn pencil Essays for design on 
both halves, the top half of each dated "5 JAN 83" and with 
rectangle of coloured wash to show proposed colour for each 
value, the ½d. and 1d. with MS. "Same colour as single cards". a 
few very faint traces of staining, but a very interesting lot . 

 £200 230 
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893 ditto, ½d., the first portion of a reply card, from Kingston to Rio de 
Janeiro, additionally franked by ½d., cancelled by Kingston 
datestamps of November14 1892, bearing Brazilian 10r., 20r. and 
50r. Postage Dues, the card is marked with violet Rio and black 
Kingston returned letter branch markings, two heavy vertical 
creases and somewhat toned, but an interesting item 

 £30 24 

894 – 1877 to 1936, the selection of twenty-nine unused cards or 
reply paid cards, including 1936 1d. + 1d. card overprinted 
"SPECIMEN", also three ½d. wrappers, good to fine condition 

 £30 27 

895 - 1882 to 1904, the selection of seven used cards, including ½d. 
card additionally franked by ½d. to South Africa, with Half-Way-
Tree cancellations, ½d. Card addressed to Belgium with Street 
Letter Box cancellation and Belgium Postage Due 10c., etc., also 
1969 1c. card with first day cachet, chiefly good condition. 

 £50  

896 Wrappers: Edward VIl ½d. green wrapper with hand-painted 
"JAMAICA" and "HALFPENNY" tablets, pencil MS. "approved 
WHM", fine and unusual. 

 £60 70 

897 The Collection of Queen and Edward VIl issues, 185 stamps, 
including 1860-63 1d. (3), 2d., 3d., M., 6d. (3). 1/- (3), 1870-83 
3d., 6d. to 5/-, 1883-97 set, 1890 2½d. on M., 1903-04 ½d. to 
2½d. overprinted "SPECIMEN", 1905-11 5/-, Queen types set, 
Postal Fiscals, Officials, shades, blocks, etc., part o.g., unused 
and used, mixed condition 

 200 220 

898 The Collection of issues from 1912 to 1953, 356 stamps, including 
1912-20 to 5/- (2), War Stamps with No Stop varieties, 1919-21 
set, 1921-29 set, 1923 Child Welfare set, 1938-52 set, 1948 Silver 
Wedding set, Booklets with 1922 2/- booklet and 1957 3/- booklet, 
both exploded, Specimen overprints, shades, blocks, etc., 
unmounted mint, part o.g., unused and used, chiefly fair to fine 

 £220 195 

899 The selection, seventy-two stamps, including 1905 - 11 to 5/ -, 
1921 - 29 to 10/ 1923 Child Welfare set, etc., used, chiefly fair to 
fine 

 £50 70 

900 Literature: "The Postal History of Jamaica, 1662 - 1860" by 
Thomas Foster, with manuscript notes in pencil, good condition, 
also 1979 and 1981 Harmer's and 1980 Robson Lowe Auction 
catalogues containing good groups of Jamaica. 

 £10 16 
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792 37 

793 26 

794 32 

795 8 

796 33 

797 120 

798 60 

799 48 

800 50 

801 180 

802 175 

803 125 

804 220 

805 125 

806 48 

807 110 

808 70 

809 330 

811 185 

814 42 

815 21 

816 48 

817 33 

818 60 

819 65 

820 105 

823 75 

824 75 

825 440 

826 60 

827 250 

828 160 

829 600 

830 24 

831 24 

832 24 

834 110 

835 270 

836 240 

837 135 

838 575 

839 12 

840 13 

841 85 

842 115 

843 135 

844 80 

845 90 

846 24 

848 80 

849 32 

851 100 

852 46 

854 21 

856 12 

857 26 

858 120 

859 200 
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860 18 

861 32 

862 650 

863 220 

864 100 

865 105 

866 220 

867 23 

869 140 

870 24 

871 31 

872 80 

873 210 

874 165 

875 320 

876 165 

878 80 

880 55 

881 26 

882 18 

883 39 

884 80 

885 17 

886 55 

887 21 

888 12 

889 40 

890 16 

891 210 

892 230 

893 24 

894 27 

896 70 

897 220 

898 195 

899 70 

900 16 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


